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The climate change in Europe during the last 100 years is an important scientific topic
and question why it has happened is addressed in the paper through attributing the
trends in temperature and precipitation to changes in atmospheric circulation. The
method used is novel and data are suitable for that task. The questions rise in present-
ing methodology and presentation of results.

The used circulation types (CT-s) are defined by the objective SynopVis Grosswetter-
lagen, a new classification not very well known or used yet. After reading about the
methodology by what the CT-s are calculated raises the question, why these types or
classes are called circulation types? Huth et al (2007) defined the term circulation
pattern/type: "A circulation pattern in this context means a field of sea level pressure
(SLP), geopotential height, or possibly another variable describing atmospheric circu-
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lation that is defined for each time instant of the analysis (e.g., hour, day, month) and
usually on a regular grid. We refer to such classifications as “circulation classifications,”
and individual groups (classes) are referred to as “circulation types.”“ When also other
fields as temperature or humidity etc are used in classification they suggest to name
these classes weather types or synoptic types or air mass types.

SynopVis Grosswetterlagen is the case when addition to classifying of sea level pres-
sure and 500 hPa GPH fields, through what it is possible to describe the atmospheric
flow or circulation, are added also the relative thickness of the lower troposphere
(Z500–Z1000) and total column precipitable water (PWAT) fields. These two last char-
acteristics describe the temperature and humidity of the air column. It is also admitted
in the paper "to improve the method’s ability to distinguish between relevant air mass
types affecting the European region“ (p12804 r16). Therefore I suggest to rename
the types used synoptic or weather types as these names correspond better to the
real essence of the used types. What brings along rewriting and rethinking of the
whole concept of the paper. As it is not correct to name the trends "circulation-induced
trends“ (p 12810) if the classification does not describe only atmospheric circulation,
but actually also the properties of air masses.

My second concern relates to how the trend analysis is described (3.1, 3.2). The
description is too long and difficult to understand, it should be rewritten. Indexing of
variables should be uniform. If CT is used as an abbreviation of circulation type, it can
not be used also as an index ( eg p12806 r11), just a third index (j) should be used
instead. These indices should be used also in equation (1). The common tradition is
to write at first the equation and then to explain it, here it is vice versa. In Eq-s 2,3,4
is not clear to which wetness class belongs the cell when the average precipitation of
the CT is equal to the period average. These were only some of the shortages that are
mentioned.

The colours chosen for marking trends in figures are confusing. In the same figure pos-
itive trends for temperature and precipitation should be marked with the same colour
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and a colorbar for all subfigures should be added, then it is much easier to follow the
figures. In some figures colourcode is not all introduced. The amount of very small
figures is large, maybe it is somehow possible to condense the information in them to
make the message of the paper more clear.
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